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Think Twice
By Neal Wilgus

In an ancient book
from an ancient land
in an ancient script
by an ancient hand

In a story told
in a secret way
comes a hidden tale
of a darkened day

In the dark they’ll come
in the gloom of night
and then we’ll learn
what the dead may write

When the story’s told
when the tale is through
when the night has come
will they come for you?

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Dark Crystal Tower
By Ellena van Tebberen

Don’t throw stones in glasshouses they warn
As people can shatter; into small pieces
Filled with depleted and crystalline tears,
For glass is so empty, transparent like ice.
Onward… we live on, faced with regret
While I’m filled with the fear of nothing to give

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

We want your letters of comment!

Summer Surprise
By Aeronwy Dafies

Sleepy summer afternoon, dozing fitfully
A sudden satin-soft kiss on my cheek
Eyes open wide in surprise
A gorgeous yellow butterfly
Then, it flits away, vanishes
Still feeling the sense of surprise
And a joyful delight at its presence
However brief

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Available Now!

A Tapestry of Stars

The new volume of  collected poetry from  Aeronwy
Dafies. Available direct from Atlantean Publishing for
£3 (UK)/£6 (overseas) – part of the 3-for-2 offer.

A Terrible Thing 

A 312pp paperback of Carcosa Mythos fiction from
Carrion  Blue  555  in  conjunction  with  Atlantean
Publishing.

Available  to  order  from  Amazon.co.uk and
Amazon.com or  direct  from  DJ  Tyrer  at  Atlantean
Publishing in the UK for £12.95 (including P&P).

Authors include Cardinal Cox, DS Davidson, Glynn
Owen  Barrass,  David  Conyers,  Steve  Sneyd,  Neal
Wilgus and more.

.….….…..…...…..…..…..…..…..………………..…

Back To The Old Days
By Keith Murdoch

Maybe we’ll go back to the old days.
When the computer crashes
we’ll have to use pen and paper.
When the mobile-phone signal
is out of reach, we go to the landline,
or to a farmer’s cottage for assistance.
When the internet is too dear,
we’ll watch TV instead,
and post out our forms.
When the card-machine is on the blink,
we’ll send a cheque,
or pay in cash, if possible.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

Technology fails
A requiem for progress
Enjoy summer sun

By DJ Tyrer

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0996276882/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0996276882/


Problems at the Zoo
By Diane R. Duff

It was in the middle of July when Vincent Jackson noticed
some of the penguins appeared to be poorly, so he sent for
the Vet. He hadn’t been a zoo keeper long and he was eager
to ensure everything ran smoothly.

“Good  Day!”  he  greeted  the  Veterinary  Surgeon.
“Thank you for coming at short notice.”

“I  only live up the road.  I’m Juliet  Quinn, by the
way. What seems to be the problem?”

He took her to the penguin house :  “They’ve been
lethargic lately, not their usual selves.”

She picked up one of the birds and examined it :  “I
think I know what’s the matter, Sir.”

“Please call me Vincent. What is it?”
“It’s the heat, that’s all they’re suffering from. They

should be fine when it cools down.”
“That’s a relief. Thank you for your time.”
The following week, he noticed two owls appeared

‘out of sorts,’ so he rang Juliet. She solved the problem.
Two days later, he called her again and said he was

concerned about another animal.
“If you put him in a cooler spot, I’m sure he’ll be all

right.”
One day, when Juliet was busy, her partner visited

the  zoo.  Though  he  assured  Vincent  there  was  nothing
wrong with that particular animal, he felt annoyed the man
more or less hinted he’d wasted his time.

A week  later,  Vincent  asked  specially  for  Juliet  :
“Could  you  please  visit  the  reptile  house,  I  don’t  think
they’re very well.”

She sorted the matter out, then he asked her to look
at one of the zebras.

“To put your mind at rest, I’ll give all the animals a
check-up, so you won’t need to keep sending for me.”

“That’s kind of you.” Then he wondered why he felt
sad.

***

When she returned from a holiday in Jersey, she listened to
a  message  on  her  answer  machine.  She  couldn’t  help
smiling.

“Hello  Juliet,  this  is  Vincent  Jackson.  Could  you
please come to the zoo at six o’clock this evening. I’ve got
a problem. It’s not an animal this time, but the zoo keeper,
and it’s one which only a night out with a pretty young Vet
can cure.”

Ends

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Microbes, who turn every drop of water into a Hieronymous
Bosch-like Hell, precede us here by eons... outnumber us by
multitudes... and, with insouciant monotonous violence, will –
no matter how many species of them we eradicate – easily
outlast us.

By David Edwards

Mistress Of My Passion,
By Whom I Am Enamoured

By Megan Sherman

Mistress of my passion, by whom I am enamoured
Thou art the golden yoke unto my soul
For thy tender affections I have craved and clamoured
To thee I dedicate this enchanted howl
To bear love aloft, to dedicate thy self
To the duty of Heart's compassion
May make the spirit swell in good health
And compel it to exquisite action
In thy light, which begets a radiance
I feel the guidance of a divinely wrought star
Enamoured of our mutual dalliance
I pledge and worship to thee from afar
     My sweet entreaties I refine
     To fathom love and soar divine

………………………………………………………………

Stoic
By Sheikha A.

summer nights are like a bad song
chugging out of a battery radio –

the static louder than melody –
like the humid starlit sky
that finds its splendour

damped from premature dew.
The wood of my home pants

a deficient cry as an indolent breeze
knocks it inside its hollowing glass,

and the colours don’t come
together like bright burning light.

Bring me respite of conclusion;
the heat in the air fans the fires

of my skin, while dawn is
an etude hard to erase.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Hugh Across
By John O’Malley

Other side Central Avenue sketching
Obviously a master of his craft
Strictly for his own amusement
Spoke beautifully of his involvement
With Irish people over the years
Sligo Donegal Connemara-sketch
Books inspired by the Holy Spirit
Strictly not for profit-but there
Was another story-he didn’t mind
Sharing – a caretaker in a school
Some unsubstantiated accusation
Sunshine –  cold – parting from a street bench



Jump to the Moon,
Or The Inherent Risks of Reaching

By Thomas John Nudi 

“Space weather is monitored
by meteorologists, not astronomers.”
read on a moving box trailer.
I turn around thinking
I might know what I’m doing
if I follow the wind.

I have been looking for a face on you
in Los Angeles
I’ll never see it;
the atmosphere / the distance—
even you’re not that bright.

Warnings: Not Too Close
Who cares?
Stars have always been too high,
so I hadn’t worried before
you felt very close,
and I don’t mind jumping.

Sears, Burj, Empire State,
I could make it there—
see where I’m going here?
Wouldn’t matter where,
for me to get to you.

And the gravity
couldn’t keep me down—
there’s a reason every time
my feet go off the ground.

Settling for Cape Canaveral,
I could build a rocket!
It might explode and hopefully
not I’d never make it to you
But at least I would have tried.

………………………………………………………………

Pod Seventeen
By Neal Wilgus

Peel off the outer layers
there in the shadowed sunlit grove
revealing beneath

the rosy red seeds of creation
pulsing
in happy exploration
of what you’ve found.

Then comes
the unhappy ending not forgotten
when the clouds roll in
and waves wash the beach
and the mountain goes purple
and you wonder
what you’ve done.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Heaven
is just a slight
tremor of bliss... a brief
respite when nothing at all seems
amiss.

By David Edwards

Afternoon In Summer, Cuttack
By Bibhu Padhi

Sleep thickens, spreads to include
all that you love to possess.
There’re layers of invisible meetings
and conferences somewhere
between one lucidity and another.
The eyes turn redundant
and redundant too much of what
these eyes had seen and forgotten,
now waking back to their
very special existence.
Someone is just lying down
between your stories and its questions,
cryptic like the cool breeze
that your stretched-out body
feels at its feet. Stories of butterflies
gather and disperse. Someone is
listening to everything, so
don’t ask further questions
about your children, the past
or the universe. There is always
someone to smile without an answer—
someone who has been deferring
his leaving to be a witness
to you for meetings, call for meetings,
someone who quietly gets up on an
afternoon like this, to announce:
“All that is visible is not of any use.”
The rest follows in jagged lines
of black and white. Afternoon.
Inside the airconditioned coach,
except your companion and yourself,
everyone is asleep and dreaming.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Transience
By M. Christopher Seeger

I found in a book some leaves
I had picked up from a road

one rainy day last fall. I could
not bear to let their beauty lie

there on the cold, wet ground,
waiting to disintegrate under

the wheels of oblivious drivers.
I tried to save them from their
transience,

as we all have tried
in similar ways to save ourselves
from time. It is nearly Spring,

but these leaves, like memories,
say to me, again, how fleeting
everything is.

And that no one
can stop, not for a moment, the
constant flow and inexorable
passage of life.



Dead Flowers
By Zak Patrick

Dead Flowers
A ship with no anchor
Dead Flowers
Cling to my body
Like leeches
The constant reminder of what was once flourishing and clean
And full of colour
Dead Flowers
Sad and limp
Alive but not kicking
Hidden
In the darkest parts
Where the sun no longer shines
Where boots no longer tread
Dead Flowers
The book that’s never been read
Forgotten Heroes
Of madness
Of times you never had
Now dead
Dead like the flowers that cling to my body
And yours
………………………………………………………………

Rotherham, 2014
By Zekria Ibrahimi

The ‘care home’ is a mortuary, so cold
With dead hearts in it, now allowed to freeze –
This ‘institution’ treats its girls like fleas,
Confined and squashed, dwarfed in the Council’s hold.

They are too young, and this world is too very old,
Too cynical; seeming some summer breeze
in their stale winter, seeming hope and ease,
‘Love’ comes, as if it could turn junk to gold –

Love’s ‘alchemy’, in a taxi cab’s shape,
is a ride all the way to crack cocaine!
And sex with the ethics of a mad ape
Appears, next to their ‘care home’, something sane!
And the true violation, the true rape,
Is grey walls, grey staff, greyness just like the pain…

……………………………………………………………………..

Recurring Dream
By Heather Buswell

They’re after you, and there’s no-one to help.
City streets deserted, full of menace.
You stay ahead through a series of shortcuts,
But know, all the time, they’re gaining on you.
Then, you slip, end up in a cul-de-sac.
You’re trapped. No way forward and no way back.
Then, just as you think the end has come,
Salvation appears, in the form of a
Solid, reliable person of trust,
Sometimes a policeman, sometimes a priest,
But always an authority figure;
Relief. You run to him, explain your plight.
At once, he’s reassuring, kind. Concerned.
“You’re safe now. Come with me, my dear,” he says.
So kind; then hands you over to the gang.
Too late, you realise, HE’s one more of them.

I Wait
By M. Christopher Seeger

It’s heavier here now
Since you left.
Like a miracle; Wow!
See: Bereft.

I have in my hand words
From a book;
An empty sky holds birds
As I look.

Slowly the past recedes,
Timelessly
Emptied, as the mind reads
Watchfully.

Hardened understanding
Changes us
In our views; Birds landing
Make a fuss.

It’s dark where sunlight fell;
You are late.
Silent as a cancer cell,
I wait.

…………………………………………………………………………………………

Just Thinking
(Wakes)

By Arthur C. Ford, Sr.

Wakes,
are where people gather to reminisce
about having not seen each other since
the wake of a mutual friend or family member

Then,
finally promise to each other that they’ll
be in contact by mail, phone or nowadays, text

But,
in reality, no communication between them will
exist until mandated to go to another wake

And,
hopefully, neither of them is the one lying in the box.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

DCLXIV
By David Edwards

Every event
in the Universe
is a unique occurrence
of limned spatial endurance...
sound of that dead leaf
blown across concrete.



That Sweet – Amazing Sound
By Megan Sherman

That sweet - amazing sound
Articulate on luscious tongue -
A riot most illustrious
'Tis begging to be sung -

Is the descant of Love
Oh, enigmatic snare
By which both the fools and saints abide
For eternal delight dwells in there

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Widget Fidget Spinners
By John O’Malley

Like the yo yo long ago boys
Girls indulge in the passion
For novelty – always a new toy
Longing- to amuse – looks simple
Adults don’t have the patience
To play conkers or marbles
Watch the boys – Cha – Tadhg spin
Like a dancer on the finger
Anything to keep them quiet – we say

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ant hills
in the path of
my mower-- a puff of
dust to me, an apocalypse
to them

By David Edwards    

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Exploration
By Aeronwy Dafies

The explorer passes
Beyond the known world
Past the boundary of knowledge
Into the world of the Other
Unknown
Seeking the same
Seeking fame and fortune
Their name recorded
As an annotation on a map
A record
An indication
A vindication
Of their adventure
Replacing 'Here Be Dragons'
With 'Kilroy Was Here'

Originally published in Tigershark ezine    

Yellow Death
By DS Davidson

The yellow glow of the gas lamps excited something deep within 
Orson Wantage, causing him to quicken his step. A wave of nausea
and dizziness swept over him, making him wish for his opium; he 
needed something to calm his nerves. The chill air burnt his throat 
and he wished he were back in his garret: it was not much, but it 
was not quite that of the starving poet of myth. With a well-
stocked stove, it was quite warm and snug, and far preferable to 
being out in a harsh Parisian winter.

“You look sick, Orson,” Louis said as he went inside the 
doss-house.

“Just need a good night’s sleep.”
He climbed the stairs to his room, grateful not to be 

crowded in with others, and went inside, locking the door behind 
him. Looking in the mirror, he could see why Louis had said he 
looked sick: He rarely looked too well, late nights and copious 
amounts of opium left him pallid and with dark-ringed eyes, but, 
now, his skin had an unhealthy yellow sheen, as if he had some 
liver disease. No wonder he felt ill!

Opening the small cabinet in the corner of the room, he 
fished out a tincture of morphine and swigged some down. The 
effect seemed almost instantaneous: His throat ceased hurting, his 
head seemed to clear, and all his aches and pains faded away, as if 
his body were some place far away from him. Lying back on the 
bed, he felt much better. He reached out and picked up his 
notebook and began to scribble notes for poems: he had a new 
volume to complete, to satisfy his publisher’s demands.

But, the muse seemed to have abandoned him recently, 
leaving him uninspired, a dry well of ideas. So, he did what he had
done more and more often recently and turned to his copy of The 
King In Yellow for inspiration. He wasn’t sure why, but the new 
and controversial play seemed to unleash his artist skills and erase 
his lingering doubts that he was no more than a poetaster 
scrabbling for crumbs of recognition. Ever since he had first been 
given a copy by a friend, he had found that it helped inspire him: 
His poems had begun to more and more reflect the surreal and 
alien worlds hinted at in its obscure soliloquies.

“So many moons,” he mumbled to himself as he gazed out
the window at scenes no-one else could see. He tried to write 
down the vision before his eyes, but could not gather the words he 
needed.

A hammering on the door called his attention back to 
reality. It was his landlady demanding the rent. How could she 
think of such paltry banalities? He pulled the pillow about his ears 
to drown out the noise and, eventually, the knocking ceased and he
could return to his curious reverie.

“O! My Jaunetic Muse!” he cried in desperation, praying 
that the words would come to him. “Bring me the words to 
describe Your majesty!”

But, still, the well was dry. In frustration, he threw pen and
paper aside and tossed the play out of the window in disgust. 
Throwing himself off of the bed, he stormed across the world in a 
temper and slammed his fists against the wall. Plaster scattered to 
the floor and a great sob escaped his lips as he finally accepted 
defeat.

A moment later, the knocking at the door began again, 
Mme Gilbert yelling at him at the top of her lungs. But, he didn’t 
hear her. He was staring in a terrified trance at the mirror on the 
wall. A pallid mask was staring impassively back at him.

A final sob hiccoughed around the room as his landlady 
forced the flimsy bolt on the door and barged in. Slowly, he slid to
the floor in a foetal curl on the threadbare rug.

Mme Gilbert screamed in horror as she stared down at 
him. Orson’s flesh was a horrible wan-yellow colour with a waxy 
sheen, and bile-coloured pus ran from his eyes like vile tears, and 
from his nose and ears, dripping to the floor to pool in an obscene 
curl.

Ends

Published in A Terrible Thing



Windows
By Paul Murphy

Across the slime green canal
Are the windows, glinting like steel,
A tangible glass orchid breathing into
Both night and day, terrible

To live behind those windows.
Built to the sky like the stink
Of the canal. Is the mystery
Of light really like this?

From the waters windows rise,
Formless windows from the flood
Containing questions: for what reason
Are the windows to be broken?

When is defenestration complete?

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Ballad Of The Bards
(Anthem For Albion)

By Megan Sherman

Midst wizened trees the ancient word
Blows through ears that strive to have heard
The magic medley of the land
The stirring Spring gestates her garland
Dribbling music to the bards

We are the bards. Long time ago
We dwelled and swelled in Nature's glow
We lived, felt Love, but now we go
Searching for rainbow, to and fro

Our path takes us high and low
To truth, which raptures us in throe
The torch of truth be ours to hold
In streams of dreams and fires of gold
Sat brooding in desire and woe

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Catalogued
By Sheikha A.

I dreamt seeing you under the rain,
the water never having touched you –
that’s how you came to me, dry
and fresh – the amalgamation of
a leafless tree under summer rain.
I smelled luck on your skin
and became addicted, for rains
drenched me with their decrees;
your un-wet destiny was enchanting.
I used your luck like a secret name,
held it between a book as a fallen leaf
imbibing scriptures for resuscitation.

Another Erratic Day
By Bibhu Padhi

Even the hour of the gods
is too early for you.

You need to return to
your induced sleep,
take a couple of hours more
for the night’s completion.

The day is consumed by
an isolation that the gods alone
should know, a defeat of sorts
that you may not accept.

Follow the route of silence,
someone seems to say.
That is where everything
is simplified.

You know, the hour of the gods
stretches through the day;
there is always a way
to give your heart away.

But I am not the one to tell you
how, for I too long for sleep for now.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The Tennis Players
By Paul Murphy

After Henri Rousseau

There’s a fire that burns
In the sun. There’s time
That’s equal to it.
There’s number too

That appeared when fire
Dipped below absolute zero.
Time will tell you
Fire & water do not mix

Clouds are vapours
That diminish & recede.
The click, click, click
Of the snick of a ball

That speeds past
At the zenith
Of its bounce
Yet deviates

Under the eye
Of a tennis player
Three tennis players
Then a fourth…

Awen will return in November


